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Agenda item 4. Review of practical implementation of 

international standards of accounting and reporting in the 

private and public sectors
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• The benefits of accruals in the public sector

• Accrual accounting, cash budgeting

• Accrual accounting and budgeting

• Creating decision-useful information

Is cash still king?
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The benefits of accruals in the public sector
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Column B: Accrual accounting, 
budgeting on a cash basis
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▪ Transparency and facilitating public scrutiny

▪ Fiscal credibility

▪ Achieving value for money

▪ Managing assets & accounting for the maintenance 
backlog

▪ Managing liabilities & identifying fiscal risks

▪ Reducing fiscal illusions & perverse incentives

▪ Supporting long-term thinking
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Identifying fiscal illusions

▪ Accounting boundary

▪ Timing of payments

▪ Classification and recognition

▪ Reducing net worth (eg, sale of assets)

Recommendation 11: plan to produce a fully 
consolidated balance sheet

Reducing fiscal illusions
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Figure: UK WGA 2017–18 PSND to total 

WGA net liabilities
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The benefits of Column B and,

▪ Putting finance at the heart of decision-making

▪ Embeds performance management

▪ Improves medium-term forecasting and planning

▪ Supports effective project management across government

“Managing the budget strengthens the hand of finance. If you want the 

finance function to be drivers of decisions, then accrual budgeting is 

critical to making sure that the function is a key element of decision 

making”

Vicky Rock, Director Public Spending, UK Treasury

Column C: Accrual accounting and budgeting
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Creating decision-useful information
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Figure: Key enablers of decision-useful information


